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24 May 2018 

 

Dr Scott Westover 
President 
Podiatry WA 
President@podiatrywa.com.au 
 

Dear Dr Westover 

Thank you for advising the APodA Board of your new role as President of PWA and we wish you well 

in the role. 

In the interest of ensuring you and the Podiatry WA members are clear on the position of the APodA 

and its recent merger activities, your questions have been succinctly responded to below as per your 

request. The questions have also been responded to despite no response or reference to the recent 

APodA suggested offer relating to the treatment of the $54,600 ‘capitation’ debt.  

I also wish to also clarify your suggestion that APodA have requested Podiatry WA to wind up and 

the members of Podiatry WA joining the APodA in the event of such. Whilst we believe a single 

national organisation is the best outcome for the profession of podiatry, ultimately this is a decision 

for Podiatry WA and its members, and the APodA’s continued engagement with Podiatry WA has 

been under this premise of a suggested potential wind-up by Podiatry WA and a perceived position 

of its directors. 

The APodA firmly believes that all podiatrists are likely to be best served by a single national 

association and clearly our effort over recent years has been focused on achieving this. We are 

delighted to inform that as of 1 July 2018 all APodA members will be the members of the national 

organisation and no longer their respective state associations. Those state bodies that have not yet 

been wound up will exist with the sole purpose of overseeing a significant quarantined or regulated 

asset.  

We also recognise that Podiatry WA chose to reject APodC membership which precluded it from 

robust negotiations that all other State podiatry associations took part in over recent years. We have 

continued in good faith to keep the channels of communication open with Podiatry WA, particularly 

since February 2017. As previously noted we have also refrained from offering various services in 

Western Australia in the interest of working toward a more harmonious relationship. 

Whilst we respect your position of trying to best serve your members and agree that you “achieve 

more when all working toward one goal”, we are uncertain as to what steps have been taken by 

Podiatry WA and its leadership to genuinely support a single national structure. Regardless of our 

uncertainty, the APodA Board has now committed to advance its member services and activities in 

WA and will continue to invest in local support and infrastructure in order to achieve this. 

The responses sought are provided on the following pages. 
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         What is APodA’s detailed vision for the future 
Provide high quality services from a unified, trusted and well-resourced organisation with a 
history of results in effectively representing the podiatry profession 

         Q: Which states are actually in the process of winding up (as opposed to having agreed 
to it but delaying) 

APodA Tasmania has wound up 

APodA Queensland has wound up 

APodA Vic has amended its constitution and their sole purpose is to oversee the Podiatry 
Education Trust until 2020, after which APodA Vic will be wound up. The APodA Ltd is also the 
sole member of the APodA Vic.  

APodA SA is in a transitional arrangement until April 2019 at which time the APodA SA Board will 
make a decision as to whether to wind up or otherwise. 

NSW are in a transitional arrangement until 2023. The APodA NSW constitution has been 
amended to be solely responsible for the management of the NSW Property throughout the 
transitional period. The APodA NSW Board will decide in 2023 as to whether to wind up or 
otherwise. 

  

         Q: What happens if Podiatry WA Don’t wind up – what will APodA do? 

The APodA will continue to offer and build on its services in WA, regardless of what Podiatry WA 
choose to do 

  

         Q: What staffing, contractual, financial commitments, bonuses, promises, financial 
commitments and agreements have APodA made with other states (what are APodA’s 
resultant obligations and liabilities).  

None. The transitional arrangements highlighted above are the key commitments. It is in our 
interest to ensure continuity and improvement of services and will continue to do so. Our only 
other promise is to honour current agreements with existing staff. 

  

         Q: Of the total income from the national membership what assets have been allocated, 
promised or set aside for certain parties. What percentage of the total income will be 
available to WA?  

We do not, and will not operate on that basis. Allocation will be made on the basis of budgetary 
need and availability. This will vary from state to state depending on the sorts of services 
regional committees and local staff indicate as being required and planned 

  

         Q: How are the membership fees going to be dispersed fairly throughout Australia – 
what is the formula? 

See the previous question 
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         Q: How are decisions about resources distribution and spending going to be made – 
who will decide who gets the investment of training, upskilling etc. 

Based on feedback from Regional committees and local staff. See previous two responses.. 

  

         Q: Nationalisation reduces a duplicating layer of administration - how are these savings 
reflected in the current fees? Is there a planned reduction in fees equivalent to the current 
capitation fee that each member has been paying? 

Some States have experienced a reduction in fees and some an increase. There is no further 
planned reduction of fees. There is still some variation in membership fees ($950 NSW, VIC, SA; 
$900 WA, QLD, TAS) however as at 1 July 2019 all fees will be equalised to $950 (professional full 
time). All other membership fee categories will also be equalised to ensure consistency across the 
country. 

  

         Q: what are the achievements of APodA over the past 5 years. (Looking for the benefits 
of national representation and points of difference to Podiatry WA) 

 Managed a merger process and put the foundations for a much more focused and 
stronger association in place,  

 built an excellent level of financial resources to secure the future of the Association,  

 delivered numerous successful National conferences, State Conferences and CPD 
events,  

 developed the career framework,  

 developed the billing guide,  

 developing infection control guidelines,  

 provided of feedback on the NHMRC Infection Control Guidelines review 

 Represented podiatry profession at the Standards Australia scoping forum for 
AS/NZS 4187 and AS/NZS 4815 

 offer Australia’s most competitive insurance scheme and keeping insurance 
competitive for podiatrists,  

 provided government, the podiatry board and AHPRA advice on podiatry profession 
issues through consultations, submissions and contributions etc 

 established an advocacy framework,  

 responded to various media enquiries,  

 delivered foot health month campaigns,  

 provided tens of free webinars to members,  

 engaged with other allied health professional associations on matters such as NDIS, 
MBS, digital health etc  

 supported numerous podiatrists through workplace issues, 
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 established a national HR helpline  

 assisted numerous members with AHPRA and PHI audits and notifications,  

 provide a monthly magazine and weekly email updates  

 

         Q: what are the benefits to our members in joining APodA 

Being part of a single national organisation, reaping the benefits of initiatives that may be 
developed in other parts of the country, being part of a unified direction and representation, 
receiving a wider array of services, a more efficient use of fees to enable better services to be 
provided 

  

         Q: We need firm guarantees from APodA about what WA would get – how can they 
offer this with no idea of numbers? 

WA will get the same guarantees as any other State. A guarantee that we will strive to serve 
members and exceed their expectations. Ultimately we can’t force members to join and like PWA, 
our success rests on the member value proposition. We believe APodA is in a much stronger 
position to provide a more extensive and higher quality services and support. 

  

Yours Sincerely 

 

Nello Marino 

CEO 

 

 

 


